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MAXIMAL ORDERS OVER REGULAR LOCAL RINGSO

BY

MARK RAMRAS

Abstract. In this paper various sufficient conditions are given for the maximality of

an J?-order in a finite-dimensional central simple K-a.\gebra, where R is a regular

local ring whose quotient field is K. Stronger results are obtained when we assume

the dimension of R to be three. This work depends upon earlier results of this author

[5] for regular local rings of dimension two, and the fundamental work of Auslander

and Goldman [1] for dimension one.

Introduction. Let (R, 2JÎ) be a regular local ring with maximal ideal 9JI, and K

the quotient field of P. Let S be a central simple P-algebra, finite dimensional over

K, and A an P-order in X. Under what conditions is A maximal ? Auslander and

Goldman [1] have shown that if gl.dim. P=l then A is maximal if and only if

gl.dim. A=l and A is quasi-local (i.e., A has a unique maximal two-sided ideal,

necessarily Rad A, the lacobson radical of A). In [5] this author has shown that

when gl.dim. P = 2, a sufficient condition for maximality is that (a) gl.dim. A<co

and (b) A is quasi-local [5, Theorem 5.4]. (Under these circumstances gl.dim. A = 2.)

Examples were given to show that neither (a) nor (b) is necessary. The natural

generalization of this theorem is the following :

If gl.dim. R = n, gl.dim. A<oo, and A is quasi-local, then A is maximal. (Note.

These conditions ensure that gl.dim. A = n and A is P-free [5, Corollary 2.17].)

In this paper we prove a weaker result. Namely, we prove the above statement

under the additional hypothesis that A is contained in an P-free maximal order.

It is still an open question whether 2 must contain any P-free maximal order (see

[1, p. 20]). We obtain a slightly stronger result in dimension three. There we show

that if 2 does contain an P-free maximal order V (not necessarily containing A)

then A is isomorphic to T. Technical difficulties prevent us from extending this

result to higher dimensions.

Two other theorems are proved for dimension three which do not hypothesize

the existence of P-free maximal orders and which are therefore of more practical

value in determining the maximality of a given A. The first requires instead that

yfldc-N2, where A/ = RadA. The second requires the existence of an element

x e W - 9JÍ2 such that the center of A/*A is R/x and gl.dim. A/xA < oo. An example
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is given in which the second, but not the first theorem, is applicable. Both these

theorems follow from a more general one, valid for regular local rings of any

dimension: Suppose A is an J?-reflexive order and x e SK — 50Î2 is such that A(x) is

J^-separable. If A/*A is a maximal R/x-order in A(x)/xA(x), then A is a maximal

i?-order.

In a sense, the maximality of A really boils down to the question of whether

A ®B 7?<p is quasi-local for every height one prime 5ß in R. For A is maximal if and

only if A is i?-reflexive and A ®B Ry is a maximal /?sp-order for every height one

prime ^ [I, Theorem 1.5]. If gl.dim. A<oo, then by [5, Corollary 2.17] A is R-free

(and hence /?-reflexive) and gl.dim. A = gl.dim. R. Furthermore, since gl.dim. A

=gl.dim. R and A is torsion-free over R, for any prime ideal D of R,

gl.dim. A cg)B Ra = gl.dim. Rq

[5, Corollary 3.4]. Thus our assertion is justified by the Auslander-Goldman

criterion in dimension one. A direct proof that A cg)B Ry is quasi-local seems diffi-

cult, and an example is provided which may suggest why. We exhibit a A which has

global dimension three and is quasi-local. Furthermore, it is maximal. But for a

certain height two prime ^ of R, A <g>B Ry is not quasi-local.

Preliminaries. All rings in this paper have units, and every module is unital

and finitely generated. In particular, every algebra is a finitely generated module

over its center.

We shall use the abbreviations gl.dim. for global dimension, p.d. for projective

dimension, and codim for codimension. (If A is a commutative local ring and Lis a

nonzero ^-module, then coding E is the length of the longest possible sequence of

nonunits Xy,..., xt in A such that Xy is not a zero-divisor on E and if 2 fí i fit, x¡ is

not a zero-divisor on Ej(xy,..., xt-y)E.) (R, 9JÍ) will always be a regular local ring

with maximal ideal 93Î, and K will denote its quotient field. S is a central simple

Â>algebra.

1. R has arbitrary (finite) global dimension.

Proposition 1.1. Suppose F is a central R-algebra. If gl.dim. F<oo and F is

quasi-local, then r<g>B K is a central simple K-algebra.

Proof. By [5, Corollary 2.17], gl.dim. r = gl.dim. R and F is i?-free. Thus by

[5, Corollary 3.4], gl.dim. T cg)B K= gl.dim. K=0. Hence F cg>B K is semisimple,

say T <g)B K=liy ©■••©£„ where each S4 is a simple .K-algebra. Since the center of

T is R, the center of F cg>B K is K. If K, is the center of S¿, then K= Ky © • ■ • © Ks.

But K is a field, so s= 1. Thus F ®B K=lZy, which is a central simple AT-algebra.    I

Proposition 1.2. Let £2<=r be R-orders in 2. Suppose gl.dim. 0 = gl.dim. R = n

and F is R-free. Then gl.dim. F = n.
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Proof. Since T is P-free, gl.dim. T = gl.dim. P if and only if every P-free T-

module Pis F-projective [5, Proposition 3.5]. Since gl.dim. Q. — n,

n ^ p.d.Q P/5KP = codimB P+p.d.r» P = n + p.d.n E.

(codimB P= codimB P = n since E is P-free.) It follows that p.d.rjP=0, i.e., E is

Q-projective. Now E is T-projective by [4, Lemma 1.3].    I

Corollary 1.3. Suppose gl.dim. P = 2 = gl.dim. £2 where Q. is an R-order in S.

Then ifT is any maximal order containing Q, gl.dim. T = 2.

Proof. Any maximal order is P-reflexive [1, Theorem 1.5]. Hence T is P-free,

since gl.dim. P = 2. Proposition 1.2 now applies.    I

Theorem 1.4. Suppose A is an R-order in X such that gl.dim. A<oo and A is

quasi-local. If F is any R-free order in 2 containing A, then T = A. Consequently if A

is contained in an R-free maximal order, then A is maximal.

Proof. By [5, Corollary 2.17] gl.dim. A = n = gl.dim. P. Let

CA(r) = {x e S | Tx <= A},

the right conductor of T in A. Since Ac r, CrA(T) = HomA (r, A). Since T is P-free

and gl.dim. A = gl.dim. P, T is A-projective by [5, Proposition 3.5] and therefore

HomA (r, A) is A-projective. Thus CA(T) is a projective right ideal in A, and since

A is quasi-local, CA(T) is principal (see [1, Proposition 3.3]). Say CA(T) = tA.

Tt<=CrA(T) so Tíc/A. But t is a unit in S since C'A(T) n P#(0). Hence rc/Ar1.

Since AcT, we have Ac /A/-1. We shall show that A = tAt'1, from which it

follows that A=r.

Let o-:S-^-S be the inner automorphism x^txt'1. Thus Aca(A), which

implies that a(A)<=^a2(A), and so on. We obtain an increasing chain of orders

Aco(A)cit2(A)c .. ct'(A)- • •. But there can be no infinite ascending chain of

P-orders in S. For the union of such a chain would be a subring of S integral over

R, and hence finitely generated as an P-module (see [3, p. 70, Satz 6]). But P is

noetherian, so a finitely generated P-module cannot contain an infinite ascending

chain of submodules. Thus for some mal, am(A) = am + 1(A). Therefore ct(A) = A

and we are done.    I

Remark. By Proposition 1.1 we could have replaced the hypothesis that A is an

P-order in 2 with the hypothesis that P is the center of A. The same is true for

Theorem 2.2 in the next section.

2. The global dimension of P is three. We begin by stating a lemma which we

have been able to prove only for regular local rings of dimensions at most three.

Lemma 2.1. Let A be an R-algebra which as an R-module is R-free. Suppose

gl.dim. A = gl.dim. P (= 3). Let E be a left A-module which is R-reflexive, and suppose

that EndA (P) is R-free. Then E is A-projective.
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Before proving this lemma let us state and demonstrate the main theorem.

Theorem 2.2. R is a regular local ring of dimension three. Let A be a quasi-local

R-order in 2 with gl.dim. A < co. If there exists an R-free maximal order F in 2 then

A = t~1Ftfor some unit t in 2. Thus A is maximal and all R-free maximal orders in 2

are isomorphic.

Proof. Since T is a maximal order and R is an integrally closed noetherian

domain, for any .R-order Q. in 2, F = Endn(Crn(F)) [5, Theorem 6.2]. So F

= EndA(CA(r)). Since F is .R-free (by [5, Corollary 2-17]) and hence i?-reflexive,

CA(r) is also ^-reflexive [5, Proposition 5.3]. But F is R-free, so CA(T) is A-

projective by Lemma 2.1. Just as in the proof of Theorem 1.4 we have CA(T) = iA

for some t which is invertible in 2. Again, since CA(F) is a left T-module, Ft<=tA

and so F^tAt'1. But F is maximal, so r = rAr1 and thus A = r1r/.    |

Corollary 2.3. If'Lis a full matrix ring Mn(K) and A is a quasi-local R-order in

2 and gl.dim. A<oo then A is maximal and A~Mn(R).

Proof. Mn(R) is an .R-free maximal order in 2.

Proposition 2.4. Let R be regular local of dimension three. Suppose A is an R-

free maximal order and gl.dim. A = 3. Let I be a two-sided ideal in A which is R-

reflexive. Then I is R-free (and hence A-projective).

Proof. Since / is two-sided, EndA(L) is an i?-order containing A. By the maxi-

mality of A, EndA (/) = A and is thus .R-free. Since / is i?-reflexive and gl.dim. A = 3,

the desired result follows from Lemma 2.1.    I

Corollary 2.5. Let R and A satisfy the hypotheses of the preceding proposition.

Suppose for i= 1, 2 that It is a two-sided ideal in A and is A-projective. Then ly n I2

is A-projective.

Proof. Since I¡ is A-projective it is i?-free and hence i?-reflexive. Therefore

ly n I2 is iî-reflexive, since over an integrally closed noetherian domain the double

dual of a finitely generated torsion-free module is the intersection of its localizations

at all the height one primes, and for any prime ^s, we have (ly n I2)y = (Iy)y n (I2)y.

Clearly L n I2 is two-sided. By Proposition 2.4 L O I2 is A-projective.    I

We return now to the proof of Lemma 2.1. This lemma is a generalization of

[1, Theorem 4.4 (b) => (a)]. The idea is to ape that proof, which consists of a se-

quence of propositions. We shall state each of those propositions in its generalized

version. For the first two we omit proofs since the proofs of their counterparts in

[1] carry over nearly verbatim.

Throughout this proof (S, 5TJI) will be a commutative noetherian local ring with

maximal ideal 3JÎ and F will be an S-algebra which is a finitely generated 5-module.

Proposition 2.1 A (cf. [1, Proposition 4.7]). Let A and B be F-modules such

that Homr (A, B)^0. If codivns B^ifor i =1,2 then codims Homr (A, B)äi.
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Proposition 2.1 B (cf. [1, Lemma 4.8]). Let S be regular local of dimension at

least three and let B be a T-module such that codims P=ï 2. If A is a T-module such

that Homr (A, B) is S-projective and Extr (A, B)^=0, then codims Extr (A, B)>0.

Proposition 2.1 C (cf. [1, Proposition 4.9]). If S is a regular local ring, T is

S-free, gl.dim. rsp = gl.dim. Syfor all primes *$ of height at most two, E a T-module

which is S-reflexive and Homr (P, P) is S-free, then Extr (P, P) = 0.

Proof. By induction on gl.dim. S. If gl.dim. SS2, then since Pis 5-reflexive it is

¡S-projective. By hypothesis T is S-free and gl.dim. T = gl.dim. S (since we are now

assuming that the height of 501 is at most two). Thus E is T-projective by [5, Proposi-

tion 3.5], and so ExtJ. (P, P) = 0.

Now suppose that gl.dim. S=k^3 and the proposition is true for rings of dimen-

sion less than k. Let $ be a nonmaximal prime ideal of S. Then gl.dim. Sy<k.

Psp is Ssp-reflexive and HomS!p (Pip, Pip) = Homs (P, P) (g)s Sy is S<p-free. Any prime

ideal of S<p of height at most two can be represented as q<$ where q is a prime ideal

of S of height at most two. (r(p)asp = r? and (Sy)QS(S = SQ so that gl.dim. (r^),^

= gl.dim. (Sip),^. Hence by our induction hypothesis Extrm (P;p, P<p) = 0, i.e.,

Extr (P, P) <g)s Sip = 0. Thus no nonmaximal prime of S is an associated prime of

Ext£ (P, P), so if Extf.(P, P)/0, then Asss (Extr(E, E)) = {SK}. But then

codims Extr (E, E) = 0. By Proposition 2.1 B this is impossible, so Extr (E, E) = 0.    I

Proposition 2.1 D (cf. [1, Proposition 4.10]). Suppose the S-algebra T is

quasi-local and E is a T-module with p.d.r E=n. If A is a nonzero T-module then

Extr(E,A)^0.

Proof. Since p.d.r E=n, Ext? (P, P)/0 for some simple T-module P [5, Corol-

lary 1.5]. Since F is quasi-local, all simple T-modules are isomorphic. It follows

that AjJA is a direct sum of copies of P, where /=Rad T. Ext commutes with

direct sums, so Ext? (P, A/JA)^0. From the exact sequence

0-+JA^A->A/JA-+0

we obtain a long exact sequence

• • • Ext? (P, A) -> Ext? (P, A/JA) -> Ext? + 1 (E, JA)---.

Ext? + 1 (P, -) = 0 since p.d.r E=n. It follows that Ext? (P, A)^0.    I

We may now complete the proof of Lemma 2.1. Since gl.dim. P = 3 = codimB R,

codimB HomB (P*, P)ä2 by [1, Proposition 4.7] (X* denotes HomH (X, R)). But

HomB(P*, P) = P** and by hypothesis E=E**, so codimB Pg2. Hencep.d.B ££1.

Since A is P-free and gl.dim. A = gl.dim. P, every P-free A-module is A-projective

[5, Proposition 3.5]. From this it follows that for any A-module A, p.d.A,4

= p.d.RA. Thus p.d.AP^l. But since EndA (P) is P-free, ExtA(P, P) = 0 by

Proposition 2.1 C. (Since gl.dim. A = gl.dim. P, for any prime *$ in P gl.dim. Asp

= gl.dim. Psp by [5, Corollary 3.4].) Now by Proposition 2.1 D p.d.A E cannot be 1,

so it must be 0 and P is A-projective.    I
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3. More practical sufficient conditions. We shall give some more practical

sufficient conditions for the maximality of .R-orders having finite global dimension.

Theorem 3.1. Let R be regular local of dimension n. Assume that the R-order A

is R-reflexive. Suppose that for some x eW — SSR2, A(x) is R(x)-separable and A/x A is

a maximal Rjx-order in A(x)/xAix).

Then A is maximal.

Proof. It suffices, by [1, Theorem 1.5], to show that for every height one prime

¡Q in R, Aq is maximal.

If Q = (x) we are done since A(x) is J?(x)-separable and therefore maximal [2,

Proposition 7.2]. Suppose G^(x). Let Sß be a minimal associated prime of xR + &.

Then height S$ fi 1 + height O = 2. Since O^(x) and height ¡Q = 1, x $ O. Therefore

^5 properly contains O, and so height ^5 = 2. Sß/x is a height one prime in R/x.

Since A/xA is maximal, (AjxA)ylx is maximal over a discrete valuation ring and is

therefore quasi-local. But (AjxA)y¡x~ Asp/xAsp, so AyjxAy is hereditary and quasi-

local. Also, since x is regular on Ay and gl.dim. A*p/xA(p<oo, by [5, Proposition

5.6] gl.dim. A<p=l+gl.dim. Asp/xA<p = 2, and so A<p is maximal by [5, Theorem

5.4]. Hence (A(p)Qip is maximal, i.e. Aq is maximal.    I

Corollary 3.2. Let R be regular local and let Abe a maximal R-order in the

central simple K-algebraL. Let A[[JST]] = A ®RR[[X]] andL((X)) = L ®K K((X)),

where R[[X]] denotes the formal power series ring over R in one indeterminate and

K((X)) is its quotient field. Then A[[X]] is a maximal R[[X]]-order in the central

simple K((X))-algebra L((X)).

Proof. L((X)) is central separable (and hence central simple) over K((X)) by

[2, Corollary 1.6]. To simplify notation, let 5'=i?[[A']] and T = A[[A']]. A is R-

reflexive and S is .R-free and hence .R-flat, so F is «S-reflexive. S/XS~R and

r/AT~ A. gl.dim. S= 1 -fgl.dim. R, so S is regular local. rcx)/AT(X)~A <g)B K=L.

So r(X)/AT(X) is central separable over S(X)/XS(X) and thus r(X) is central separable

over S(X). By our hypothesis on A, T/AT is a maximal S/XS-order in FiX)/XFiX).

The maximality of F now follows from Theorem 3.1.    I

Corollary 3.3. Suppose R is regular local of dimension three. Assume that A is

quasi-local, gl.dim. A<co, and SftdiA72, where A^=Rad A. Then A is maximal.

Proof. A is-.R-free (and hence .R-reflexive) by [5, Corollary 2.17]. Since "Sfl^N2

there is an x e 3K — N2 such that Aix) is i?(x)-separable. (For a proof of this, see the

proof of [5, Theorem 5.7].) Furthermore, A/xA is quasi-local, and since xeVR — N2

and gl.dim. A<oo, gl.dim. A/xA = gl.dim. A—1 [5, Theorem 6.9]. It follows from

[5, Theorem 5.4] that A/xA is maximal in A<x)/xAix). The preceding theorem now

applies.    |

Example 1. (a) Let R be regular local of dimension 2 and suppose X and F

generate the maximal ideal 5DÎ. Define a quaternion algebra T = .R[1, a, r, on-] (i.e.,
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T is P-free with generators 1, a, *, on-) by setting o-2 = X, t2 = Y, and to- = — or. Then

Rad r=r(o-, t) and T/Rad TxR/m. Thus T is local. Define

/: T 0 T ^ Tío-, r)    by/(yi, y2) = Yxa + y2r.

f
o —> r<T, ct> —> r © r -^ v(o, t) —► o

is then a T-free resolution of Rad T. Thus p.d.r Rad T^ 1. gl.dim. T = p.d.rr/Rad T

= l+p.d.rRad T^2. Since T is local, gl.dim. r = gl.dim. P = 2.

(b) Let P be regular local of dimension three and assume that 2 is a unit in P.

Suppose W = (X, Y,Z). Define a quaternion algebra A = P[1, a, ß, aß] by setting

a2 = X+Z2, ß2= Y, and aß= —ßa. Now A/ZA is isomorphic to the algebra T in

part (a). So gl.dim. A/ZA = 2 and A/ZA is local. Thus A is local, and by [5, Proposi-

tion 5.6] gl.dim. A = 3. A/=Rad A = A(a,ß,Z). Z$N2, so m$N2. By Corollary

3.3 A is maximal.

A is rather strange, though. It itself is local, and since it is maximal, A, is quasi-

local for every height one prime q of P. However, "$=(X, Y)R is a height two

prime, such that A<p is not quasi-local. It is easily seen that A<p(a—Z, X, ß) and

Afp(a+Z, X, ß) are maximal two-sided ideals in Aç; indeed Afp modulo either ideal

is isomorphic to the field Psp/$P*p. The two are distinct since a+Z— (a—Z) = 2Z is

a unit in Pip.

Corollary 3.4. Let R be regular local of dimension three and A a quasi-local

central R-algebra. Suppose that, for some xeW — W2, gl.dim. A/xA<co and the

center of A/xA is R/x. Then gl.dim. A = 3 and A is a maximal order in the central

simple K-algebra A ®B K.

Proof. By Proposition 1.1, A/xA ®B;je R(x)/xR{x) = A(x)/xA(x) is central simple

(or equivalently, central separable) over R<x)/xR(x). Hence Aw is P(A:)-separable

[2, Theorem 4.7].

A/xA is quasi-local, has finite global dimension and gl.dim. R/x = 2, so by

[5, Theorem 5.4] A/xA is a maximal R/x-order in AM/xAil0, and gl.dim. A/xA = 2.

By [5, Proposition 5.6] gl.dim. A=gl.dim. A/;tA+l=3. It follows from Proposi-

tion 1.1 that A ®BP is a central simple P-algebra. Since A is quasi-local and

gl.dim. A<oo, A is P-free. Hence by Theorem 3.1, A is maximal in A <g)B K.    I

We conclude with an example for which Corollary 3.4, but not Corollary 3.3, is

applicable.

Example 2. Let P be regular local of dimension three, 9JÍ = (X, Y, Z), and

characteristic (P/50t)#2. Let A = R[l,a, ß,aß] where a2 = X, ß2=Y, and ßa

= -aß+Z.

Then N= Rad A = A(a, j8). Notice that Z e A^2, so that m<=N2. Thus Corollary

3.3 does not apply. However, consider A/ZA. It is P/Z[l, ä, ß, äß] where â2 = X,

ß2 = Y, and ßä= — äß. This is the ring T in part (a) of Example 1. Hence A/ZA is
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local and gl.dim. A/ZA = 2. Since characteristic (R¡W)^2, 2 is a unit in RjZ and

therefore the center of A/ZA is R/Z. From Corollary 3.4 it follows that A is

maximal.
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